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This Word on Fire video is designed to talk 
about the fact that we are all created with a 
desire for God and a void that only he can fill. 
We try to fill the void with earthly things, and 
this causes frustration and addictions. Earthly 

things are temporary and fleeting and pursuing them 
exclusively will leave us with even more hungry. We must 
empty ourselves so that we can refill ourselves with God who is 
perfect and eternal. 

 
View the Smurf Video: The Lure of the Orb  Use this link to view the video 
https://youtu.be/Wj1ED7SiMi0   

or go to the St Peter the Fisherman website under the Faith Formation Tab  Select Make Up Session 
Information for Life Teen (total running time 20 minutes) 

This video by the Producers of the Smurf’s Cartoon series was done so specifically in order to teach 
people about the progression of addictions. The purpose of our using it is to familiarize us with the 
principles of the addiction. Especially how the substance used to gain pleasure and satisfaction requires 
more and more use as its effectiveness drops. Eventually, those talents and abilities that we believed 
were enhanced by using the artificial substance cause us to doubt whether we can exercise those 
abilities without the use of that substance.  

Today our addictions extend beyond mere drugs into what Thomas Aquainas identified as four main 
categories of things we seek: Wealth, Pleasure, Power and Honor.  

Please answer these questions after viewing the video. 

What does the orb do for and to the Smurfs and how does that change over time? 

 

 

Is the orb a help or hinderance? Why ? 
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What does it take to break the lure of the orb and how do you see that relating to faith? 

 

 

 

Please write an explanation of what you think happiness is for you. 

 

 

 

Then view the Robert Barron vignette, “Desire for God.”  

Copy and go to this link https://www.wordonfire.org/subscription-content/6/?item=tqIPVhcGY8 

Use this Case Sensitive Password   ov4r2ejkBr 

Then answer these questions: 

1. We have a holy longing or desire for God.  This is demonstrated in how: 

 a. Our mind seeks the absolute______________________  

b. Our will seeks the absolute _______________________  

c. Our soul seeks absolute __________________________  

 

2. What are the four general things that we try to substitute for God in our lives? 
a.______________________________________________        
b.______________________________________________        
c.______________________________________________        
d.______________________________________________  

 

3. Concupiscence is the tendency toward evil we have as a result of original sin. It can also be thought of 
as addiction to things contrary to God.  What examples of addiction do you see in today's culture?  
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4. We don’t desire what we do not know.  What does this tell us about our desire for God? 

 

 

 

5. What does St. John of the Cross say we have to do to fully connect with God? 

 

 

 

6. What is the difference between filling ourselves with earthly things and filling ourselves with God.  

 

 

 

7. Recall a celebrity who seemed to have it all and then developed an addiction.   Include comments on 
whether you think this person has achieved happiness and what you might recommend to him/her 

 

 

 

8. Ask “How does this differ from what you originally wrote down?”  

 

 

 

9. Compare and contrast what the video taught and what you thought true happiness was before 
viewing the video.  

 


